CALIdistillery
California Sipping Whiskey
California is a sun washed land of dreamers and builders,
with a relaxed creativity and natural luxury that inspires the
world. CALI California Sipping Whiskey is reflection of that
warm, welcoming, easy going culture. Rich, and smooth, with a
deep tan and a hint of complexity CALI is a unique California
Twist on classic American Sipping Whiskey. Smoother than a
frontier rye, but more complex and flavorful than a traditional
Kentucky bourbon, CALI is a whiskey with a California vibe:
Come on over, relax, have a drink, check out the sunset.

92 Points

PRODUCT INFO:
CALI is bottled at 85 proof
750ml bottles
CALI California Sipping Whiskey is
Certified Kosher
Look for CALI starting in February
2017

PUBLISHERS PICK
Aromas of baked pumpkin bread, orange peel and
baked apples waft from the glass, so fresh and
fragrant. Nutmeg, allspice, molasses and dark bread
are an all-star cast on the palate, making for a truly
distinctive whiskey. It warms the mouth as well as
any hot toddy, the cinnamon notes increasingly
sweet to the finish. Hand crafted from a mash of
bourbon, rye, hand-ground botanicals and aromatic
spices

The flavors of CALI arise organically from the interaction of the rich corn mash bourbon, and spicy rye,
mellowed by clean oak and then finished with our own signature blends of herbs, spices and botanicals.
CALI starts with pure whiskey front notes and ends with subtle, complex, slightly sweet spice notes.
CALI California Sipping Whiskey, is a small batch spirit. That means we only make a few barrels at a
time, so it can be hard to find. We make every bottle by hand, in our little beach town distilled spirits
plant from all natural ingredients. Never GMO. Never Industrial. We are truly excited to bring our
family of natural hand crafted spirits to your family.
It’s a limited edition run, but we are hoping that you enjoy it before it’s gone.

